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Serving the Western US Since 1946

Check Us Out on Social Media!
Find our most recent editions of Teeco Topics, as well as infor-
mation on upcoming events and more on Teeco’s LinkedIn and 
Facebook pages. 

Learn more about our products and how to use them on Teeco’s 
YouTube Channel. We have over 100 technical product videos 
that show you how to install, troubleshoot and more. 

•	 Facebook: www.facebook.com/TeecoProductsInc

•	 LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/teecoproducts 

•	 YouTube: https://www.youtube.com - Enter Teeco Products 
in search bar.

Visit Teeco’s website anytime to place orders, check pricing, 
inventory status and more. Login to your account at:

www.TeecoProducts.com.

Visit Teeco Row at the 
Western Convention in Palm Springs!

73rd Annual Western Propane Convention
May 15-19, 2023 in Palm Springs, CA

Registration is now open! Co-sponsoring associations of 
the convention are the Arizona Propane Gas Association, Nevada 
Propane Dealers Association, Pacific Propane Gas Association, 
Rocky Mountain Propane Association and Western Propane Gas 
Association. For more information, email 
summer@westernpga.org or call 916-447-9742
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I am sure we have all used the phrase ‘Be 
careful what you wish for’.  Those par-
ticular words rang true recently.  Severe 
drought affected much of the west over 
the past five years.  Everyone except the 
coyotes has been wishing for rain to re-
plenish our lakes, reservoirs and aque-
ducts.  What we did not wish for was for 
all the rain to come down at once!  Over 
a 14-day period the west saw 24 trillion 
gallons of rain fall or 200% of ‘normal’.  
We are finally seeing the Jet Stream move 
towards the Northwest.  Unfortunately, the 
drenching led to flooding, landslides, ava-
lanches and sadly some loss of life. 

Our industry thrives on poor weather as 
much of our business relies on heating 
of homes and businesses.  We pray for 
rain, snow and arctic freezes…and tend 
to get more than we hoped for.  Extreme 
weather can make or break our year.  Just 
a few weeks of cold weather and we are 
buried with business for months to come.  
It definitely pays off to have staffing and 
properly maintained vehicles.

Now if we could just find a way to store 
the water during the wet season and/or 
pipe it to where it is needed –similar to oil 

and gas…what a concept.  Unfortunately, 
no one can agree on just how to accom-
plish this without a little sacrifice.  No, I 
will not get into politics.

I hope all of you are doing okay and not 
being impacted too negatively.  Spring is 
right around the corner (maybe) and each 
day we see a little more daylight.  It is al-
most time to clean up the golf clubs and 
hopefully put away the umbrellas…for at 
least another week.
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TEECO Topics is published four times yearly by TEECO 
Products, Inc. as a service to our customers. 3,000 

copies are distributed to customers and selected LPG 
industry leaders.
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Outside the Box
With Jay Stephens
President and CEO
Teeco Products, Inc.

Jay Stephens

Words to live by – 
 “Here is your country. Cherish these 
natural wonders, cherish the natural 
resources, cherish the history and ro-
mance as a sacred heritage, for your 
children and your children’s children. 
Do not let selfish men or greedy inter-
ests skin your country of its beauty, its 
riches or its romance.”
 - Theodore Roosevelt 

Randy White
Pacific Northwest

Gary Morse
California, Hawaii, 

Nevada

Mike Lorenz
Upper Rocky Mtns, 

Midwest

Tim Smith
Four Corners

Teeco’s Regional Sales Managers have years (in some cases, decades) of experience 
in the propane industry. That’s a lot of knowledge. They’re available for you and always 
happy to help!
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MAKERS OF CLEANER COMMUNITIES 

As a leading U.S.-based cylinder manufacturer, Worthington Industries is committed to recycling 
discarded residential gas cylinders commonly used for camping, grilling, DIY projects and 
celebrations requiring portable propane and butane, hand-held torches, and portable helium. 

They believe that a collaborative approach is the best way to develop recycling programs that meet 
the needs of consumers, retailers, producers and government.   

They are establishing best practices for collecting and recycling of residential gas cylinders that:

•	 Protect the environment by ensuring proper end-of-life management

•	 Ensure safe handling and reuse of residual gases

•	 Minimize impact on government by relying on private-sector resources and expertise

•	 Support ongoing improvements to enhance service and streamline operations

SUPPORTING A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH IN CONNECTICUT

In a first-of-its-kind effort, Worthington Industries took a leadership role in working with Connecticut lawmakers and a wide range of 
stakeholders to design legislation, PA 22-27, for an industry-led, convenient and operationally efficient recycling program for certain 
residential gas cylinders.

 Signed into law on May 10, 2022, this innovative approach establishes a process for free, convenient, and accessible statewide collection 
of residential gas cylinders. The program also includes a consumer education campaign about the proper end-of-life management of 
residential gas cylinders and locations of collection sites.

A MODEL FOR OTHER STATES

Worthington Industries is committed to replicating this sustainable, collaborative approach to environmental stewardship in other states that 
includes stakeholder engagement from both private and public sectors. 

Why is it important to recycle residential gas cylinders?

As with other materials, recycling residential gas cylinders is good for the environment. Metal recycled from these cylinders can be reused 
and made into other products. In addition, it is important to ensure safe handling of residential gas cylinders when consumers are done 
using them.

Why is Worthington Industries concerned about this issue?

As a leading global supplier of residential gas cylinders, Worthington Industries is committed to recycling cylinders commonly used for 
camping, grilling, DIY projects and celebrations. We became involved because we believed that a collaborative approach could result in an 
innovative solution that would be convenient for consumers and operationally efficient for all parties while delivering environmental benefits.

SPOTLIGHT
INDUSTRY

Thank to Worthington Industries for being responsible corporate citizens! For more information, contact: Annie Lane, Director of Product 
Sustainability, at stewardship@worthingtonindustries.com.

Cylinder Recycling Program
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Out & 

About With

A Friendly Hello From Teeco’s Auburn, WA location!
Did you know Teeco’s Auburn location was built in the 1970’s, to replace our smaller loca-
tion in Tuckwilla, WA? Yes, this location has been proudly serving the Pacific Northwest 
since disco was cool. I mean, it still is though, right? 

Introducing Team Auburn
Ray is our Regional Operations Manager, and has been in the propane industry for 11 years. 
In addition to handling the operations of our Auburn location, he handles inside sales and 
provides employee support wherever needed. Dee has been in the industry for 32 years. 
For those of you who knew Charles, he referred to Dee as his “Right Hand”. Her official title 
is Customer Service Representative, but that barely scratches the surface. She handles or-
der entry, invoicing, A/P, A/R, answering phones and literally whatever it takes to get things 
done. Randy has been serving the propane industry for 24 years. He’s our Regional Sales 
Manager for the Pacific Northwest. He’s our road warrior, travelling through rain, sleet and 
snow to visit our customers. Tom is another industry vet with 23 years’ experience. He’s 
our Warehouse Lead and handles freight shipping and receiving. Rick has 2 years in the 
industry and handles shipping and picking parts. He also wears funny t-shirts from time 
to time to keep us on our toes. William is our newest addition. He came to Teeco (and the 
industry) 6 months ago, and works on shipping and picking parts.

Needless to say, we have a great team! With a combined 92+ years of experience in the 
propane industry, our Auburn crew knows what they’re doing and they’re always happy to 
help! 

Pictured here from left to right are Rick, Randy, 
William, Tom, Ray and Dee. 

Spotlight on the Number Crunchers
Teeco’s Accounting Department resides in our Irvine, CA Corporate Offices. 

Teeco’s 
Accounting 
Department

Gary is the glue that holds Irvine’s Corporate Headquarters together. He’s Teeco’s Vice 
President of Administration and CFO, and has been with the company since 1990. He’s 
also an all around awesome person and manages to juggle an incredibly heavy load while 
leading the rest of our Accounting Team! 
Trina is our Human Resources guru, but also helps with many accounting functions, 
such as taxes. She’s been with Teeco for nearly 13 years.
Kyle is our Senior Accountant, who handles our Accounts Payable along with other 
projects to help Gary. He has been with the company for nearly 17 years.
Claudette handles our Accounts Receivable. She’s been with Teeco for over 6 years and 
is the familiar voice you’ll hear on the phone if you have an invoice payment question. 
Derek has been with Teeco for 7 years. His main duties are in Purchasing, but he also 
provides support to the Accounting Team. And the boy’s got style. 

Gary Trina Kyle Claudette Derek
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Check out the Smith Pumps YouTube channel for pump repair 
and maintenance videos.   

Celebrating 85 Years
Smith Pumps is grateful to be celebrating 85 years this year, going back to 1938 when the 
company was founded in South Pasadena, CA by Reuben Stanley Smith.  Reuben was a 
remarkable inventor, filing over 60 patents including the Mechanical Marvel automobile 
frame manufacturing line (capable of manufacturing 10,000 automobile frames per day), the first gasoline 
powered automobile manufactured in Los Angeles (now located in the Peterson Automotive Museum in Los 
Angeles), and the Smith Meter (still used today in the refined fuel industry) to name a few.  Reuben is also 
credited with developing the first meter for LPG, the BU-40, and the first pump designed specifically for pro-
pane.  Prior to Reuben’s passing in 1948, he wrote the first series of technical articles ever published that 
centered on the transfer of LP-Gas. 

Reuben’s patents were the beginnings of the products for which Smith manufactures presently, including 
positive displacement pumps and accessories for various liquids/liquefied gases.  Accessory items include 
external bypass valves, y-type strainers, and flexible drive couplings.  Unrelated to LPG, Smith provides 
pumps for various other liquids including carbon dioxide, anhydrous ammonia, refrigerants, and specialized 
heat transfer fluids to name a few.  Smith also manufactures liquid fertilizer injector units used in the agri-
cultural sector.  These units are water-powered (entirely mechanical) that inject a specified ratio of chemical 
to water in a very exact proportion.

To give some history of Smith Pumps over the 85 years, Smith supplied the first pump to Teeco in 1954 
shortly after designing the first ever LP-gas pump in 1939, which followed Listing the first LP-gas pump 
with Underwriter’s Laboratory (UL) in 1955.  In 1962, Lawrence (Reuben’s son) moved the company from 
South Pasadena to its current location in Newbury Park, CA where the population was just over 2,000 people 
(today over 125,000), which was known at the time for making Wild West films including Gunsmoke and 
Bonanza. While there were many “1sts” during the time, 2nd generation Lawrence Smith expanded on his 
father’s designs. Generally speaking, Smith pumps are known for their ease of maintenance and simplicity, 
which both Reuben and Lawrence can be accredited for.  Lawrence not only developed the mechanical seal, 
but also developed a broad range of the pump line, increasing the pump capacity range to up to 200 GPM.  
He also authored the most definitive technical manual at the time, BOOKLET A.  

By the 1970s, three of Lawrence’s sons, Ralph, Warren, and Walter were working for the business, with Wal-
ter leading the company in 1981 with a mechanical engineering background.  It was during this time, other 
pump models were developed such as the D series, WW-series bypass valves, and MCAT truck pumps.  By 
the early 2000s, Smith had gained a worldwide reputation and distribution network, earning various compli-
ance credentials including ISO, EU, and most recently, UK approvals.

Today, the company continues to be family owned and operated by 4th generation family members. While 
they may not be the “newest” kids on the block, they have certainly been involved with the company (as well 
as other family members at one point or another) since they were literally in diapers.  Aside from their family 
history, Smith credits the company’s success to its loyalty with their employees, customers, and suppliers 
and is grateful for the long-standing relationship with Teeco Products (69 years and counting).  

For more information on the Smith history and family legacy, please visit their website under “About” at 
www.smithpumps.com.  

Reuben Stanley Smith, 1st 
generation, circa 1948

Lawrence Smith, 2nd 
generation, circa 1977

Walt, Warren, Ralph Smith, 3rd 
generation circa 1976

C.J., Russell, Denise Smith, 
4th generation circa 2012

Mechanical Seal Patent 
Drawing circa 1951

C.J. Smith, 4th generation, 
circa 1990
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Back In 

Stock!

Gas Connectors, Fittings & Valves  

Stainless Steel Flexible Gas Connectors  
High Quality. CSA tested and approved. These connectors comply 
with ANSI Z21.75/CSA 6.27 Connectors for Outdoor Gas Appliances 
& Manufactured Homes and ANSI Z21.24/CSA 6.10 Connectors for 
Gas Appliances. ISO 9001 certified. 100% factory leak tested.

Corrugated stainless steel, covered with a durable Supr-Flex PVC 
coating that will not wrinkle, peel or crack. Pressure rating 1/2 psig.  

Appliance Connectors

BPQ Series- Stainless steel corrugated hose encased in stain-
less steel braid. Supr-Flex PVC coated. Fitted with A-type “Push-
to-Connect” quick disconnect coupling. Fittings are male x male. 
Pressure rating 1/2 psig.

Moveable Foodservice Appliance Connectors

Gas Ball Valves  

91 Series  92 Series  

B-Type Standard brass quick discon-
nect based on traditional industrial 
design. Features soldered thermal 
shutoff.  Pressure rating 1/2 psig.

Quick Disconnects

CALIFORNIA PROP 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and 
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov.  Visit www.teecoproducts.com to place your order. 

Stainless Steel 15 PSIG LPG Connectors
Designed specifically for outdoor above ground LP-Gas connec-
tions, Dormont’s Stainless Steel 15 PSIG connector is an ideal 
alternative to copper or polyethylene connections made for riser-
to-regulator or tank-to-home connections. Easy to install.  

Proudly designed and assembled in the USA

Rodda’s Lower VOC Paints Put the 
ECO in TEECO!

Rodda Paints have much lower 
VOC levels than standard paints. 
Why is Lower VOC Important?
Exposure to Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) vapors can cause a 
variety of health effects, including eye, nose, and throat irritation; 
headaches and loss of coordination; nausea; and damage to 
the liver, kidneys, or central nervous system. Some VOCs are 
suspected or proven carcinogens.
VOCs in air pollution are also a concern because they contribute to 
the formation of ground-level ozone when they react with nitrogen 
oxides in the air. Rodda paints comply with VOC regulations in 
California and elsewhere. 

Item # Description

R5 White Alkyd High Performance Enamel (1 gal)

R5-5 White Alkyd High Performance Enamel (5 gal)

R184 Tan Alkyd High Performance Enamel (1 gal)

R184-5 Tan Alkyd High Performance Enamel (5 gal)

R625 Safety Yellow Alkyd High Performance Enamel (1 gal)

R699 Safety Red Alkyd High Performance Enamel (1 gal)

R1373 Gray Barrier III High Solid Metal Primer Alkyd (1 gal)

R1373-5 Gray Barrier III High Solid Metal Primer Alkyd (5 gal)

RM150 White Barrier III High Solid Metal Primer Alkyd (1 gal)

RM150-5 White Barrier III High Solid Metal Primer Alkyd (5 gal)

RPENETROL Penetrol Paint Additive Rust Treatment

Barrier III HS is a high solids, high build, fast drying, lead and 
chromate free rust inhibitive metal primer for ferrous metals. This 
primer has the ability to replace a multitude of primers usually 
required to ensure compatibility with various topcoats such as 
alkyds, epoxies, most coal tars, chlorinated rubber, emulsions 
and polyurethanes. It can be used as a tie coat (intermediate) 
primer for the possibility of upgrading present surfaces to a more 
chemically resistant system. These High Solid Metal Primers are 
Formulated and Manufactured in the USA in Portland, Oregon.

Maintenance Enamels
Premium quality, urethane modified, VOC compliant alkyd gloss 
enamel for use as a protective maintenance rust inhibitive direct-
to-metal (DTM) finish coat for use on metal and structural 
components. Quick dry and all season application combined with 
good weather resistance make this an ideal coating for both field 
or shop use. These High Performance Enamels are Developed, 
Formulated and Manufactured in North America.

High Solid Metal Primers
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Regulator Freeze-ups

Although it is rare for a RegO regulator to freeze up, it can happen when there is excessive moisture in LP 
gas. The freeze up occurs when moisture in the gas condenses then freezes on the cold surface of the 
regulator nozzle. The nozzle becomes cold when high pressure gas expands as it exits the nozzle into the 
regulator body. 

These conditions can happen in older as well as newer LP-Gas containers when heating demands are higher 
during colder temperatures. Freeze-ups can also occur in pigtails that are kinked or bent where free flow of 
the LP-Gas is restricted. These freeze-ups can occur when the moisture, gas flow and temperature combine 
to create a hazardous condition. Freeze-ups can occur at temperatures above 32º F. 

All LP-Gas should be checked for moisture content prior to delivery to consumers and proper amounts of anhydrous methanol should be 
added if the gas cannot be returned to the supplier. Any container suspected of having excessive moisture should be treated with the proper 
amount of methanol.

What to look for when you encounter a frozen or frosted regulator 

•	 Has the container been purged properly? A very important step which must not be overlooked by LP-Gas marketers is the importance 
of properly purging new LP-Gas containers. Attention to this important procedure will promote customer satisfaction and greatly reduce 
service calls on new installations. Refer to your RegO L-545’s serviceman’s manual on how to purge a tank properly. 

•	 Has methanol been added to the container properly? Whether in a new installation or existing installation LP-gas should be treated 
properly with Methanol to neutralize moisture. Remember when purging your tank, it is recommended to neutralize the moisture in the 
LP-Gas cylinder. A rule of thumb for neutralizing moisture in an ASME container calls for the introduction of at least one pint of genuine 
methanol* (99.85% pure) for each 100 gal. of water capacity of the container.

Thanks to RegO for providing this information. For additional information please refer to:
•	 RegO’s L-545 Serviceman’s Manual
•	 RegO’s L-500 Catalog
•	 PERC/BATTELLE - Recommended proper use of methanol
Should you have any questions or concern, please contact Cody Reeves, RegO LPG & NH3 Technical Manager. 
Cody.Reeves@regoproducts.com

Field Topic

Container Type
Minimum Volume 

Methanol Required

100 lb ICC Cylinder 1/8 pint (2 fl oz)

420 lb ICC Cylinder 1/2 pint (8 fl oz)

500 gal Tank 5 pints (2 1/2 qts)

1,000 gal Tank 10 pints (1 1/4 gal)

*Important - Avoid substitutes - They will not work. The key to the effectiveness 
of methanol over all other alcohols is its high affinity for water, plus a boiling point 
lower that all other alcohols. And most importantly; a boiling point lower than water.

***Do not use methanol to remove ice from the inside of a frozen regulator. Methanol 
can do severe damage to the diaphragm and seat disc.***

•	 How is the regulator installed? Make sure your regulator is installed higher than the container connection. This will ensure that any liquid 
droplets that form in the pigtail will drain back into the container. Provide a loop in your pigtail providing a trap for liquid to fall back into 
the container. When manifolding multiple containers, the piping must be installed to allow for any accumulation to drain back into the 
container.

•	 Replace your single stage regulators with a twin-stage or two-stage system The chilling action is more severe in single-stage systems 
as gas expands from tank pressure to 11” w.c. through a single regulator nozzle. Two-stage systems can greatly reduce the possibility 
of freeze-ups and resulting service calls as the expansion of gas from tank pressure to 11” w.c. is divided into two steps, with less 
chilling effect at each regulator. The installation of a two-stage system – one high pressure regulator at the container to compensate for 
varied inlet pressures, and one low pressure regulator at the building to supply a constant delivery pressure to the appliances – helps 
ensure maximum efficiency and trouble-free operation year-round. 

•	 Check for restriction in your piping system Freeze-ups can also occur when there is a restriction of flow in the inlet piping. Check to 
make sure your pigtails and hogtails are not kinked or bent where the free flow of the LP-Gas is restricted. If your application requires a 
large vapor load, then use a hogtail or pipe properly with schedule 80 piping per NFPA 58 requirements.
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Answer to last “Who Is It?”

Looking For A Great Source for Product 
Training Videos?

Teeco’s YouTube channel contains over 40 instructional 
videos, and counting! All feature the high quality propane 
equipment that we’re proud to distribute. These videos can 
be a great supplement to safety meetings and employee 
training efforts. 

Subscribe to our channel and be notified whenever new vid-
eos are added. To find us, go to www.youtube.com, and 
enter Teeco Products in the search bar. Happy Learning! 

As a teenager, this Teeco Family member was 
selected to represent the United States in Eu-
rope in the 16 -18 age group soccer league. 

In 1995, he earned a World Championship 
Grand Master Dart 4th place finish, and in 
2015, he was a US Amateur Billiards Qualifier.

To this day, he travels the country playing (and 
winning) in dart competitions.

Who Is It?

Which Teeco Family Member are we talking about? Email your answer to: 
mary@teecoproducts.com. 
All correct answers will be entered into a drawing for one of two gift 
cards!

Mike Lorenz, Teeco Regional Sales Manager, Upper Rocky Moun-
tains, Midwest

This Teeco Family member ran track in high 
school (where his school mascot was a Bison), 
and during his college days as well. 
Today, he’s a doting dad to two beautiful daugh-
ters. 
He’s also a Minnesota Vikings fan who enjoys 
good people and a cold beer. 


